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Abstract 25 

Anthropogenic Heat Release (AHR) is the heat generated in global energy 26 

consumption, which has not been considered in global climate models generally. The 27 

global high-resolution AHR from 1992 to 2013, which is estimated by using the 28 

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)/Operational Linescan System 29 

(OLS) satellite data, is implemented into the Community Atmosphere Model version 30 

5 (CAM5). The seasonal climatic effects and possible feedbacks of AHR are 31 

examined in this study. The modeling results show that AHR increases the global 32 

annual mean surface temperature and land surface temperature by 0.02±0.01 K(1σ 33 

uncertainty) and 0.05±0.02 K(1σ uncertainty), respectively. The global climatic 34 

effect of AHR varies with season: with a stronger climatic effect in the boreal winter 35 

leading to global mean land surface temperature increases by 0.10±0.01 K (1σ 36 

uncertainty). In the selected regions (40°N – 60°N, 0°E – 45°E) of Central and 37 

Western Europe the average surface temperature increases by 0.46 K in the boreal 38 

summer, and in the selected regions (45°N – 75°N, 30°E – 140°E) of northern 39 

Eurasia the average surface temperature increases by 0.83 K in the boreal winter. 40 

AHR changes the height and thermodynamic structure of the global planetary 41 

boundary layer, as well as the stability of the lower troposphere, which affects the 42 

global atmospheric circulation and low cloud fraction. In addition, at the surface both 43 

the shortwave radiation flux in the boreal summer and the down-welling longwave 44 

flux in the boreal winter change significantly, as a result of the change in low clouds 45 

caused by the effect of AHR. This study suggests a possible new mechanism of AHR 46 
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effect on global climate through changing the global low-cloud fraction, which is 47 

crucial for global energy balance, by modifying the thermodynamic structure and 48 

stability of the lower troposphere. Thus this study improves our understanding of the 49 

global climate change caused by human activities. 50 

Keywords: anthropogenic heat release, climatic effect, climate feedback, climate 51 

change      52 

  53 
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1. Introduction  54 

  Human activity is considered as the predominant cause for global warming since 55 

the mid-20th century (IPCC, 2013). Human activities have changed and continue to 56 

change the Earth’s atmospheric composition, which will impact the energy balance of 57 

the Earth-atmosphere system (Hansen et al., 2005；IPCC, 2013). Various types of 58 

energy resources are consumed in the human society, all of which ultimately result in 59 

anthropogenic heat released into the atmosphere. According to the global energy 60 

consumption statistics, the current global mean flux of AHR is approximately 0.03 W 61 

m-2, compared to the total radiative forcing (RF) by human activities approximately 62 

+2.29 [1.13~3.33] W m-2 (IPCC, 2013). However, in comparing AHR with other 63 

climatic forcing agents (e.g., greenhouse gases), the global spatial distribution of AHR 64 

has much stronger spatial and temporal variations: in populated urban regions (such as 65 

Tokyo) the flux of AHR may exceed 1000 W m-2 (Ichinose et al., 1999), whereas in 66 

deserted regions it is close to 0. The impact of AHR on climate in urban regions has 67 

increased significantly in the last 20 years due to the global urbanization and 68 

unbalanced economic development (Chen et al., 2014). While the regional climatic 69 

effect of AHR has received much attention in the previous research work (Oke, 1988; 70 

Ichinose et al., 1999; Block et al., 2004; Fan and Sailor, 2005; Block et al., 2004; 71 

Tong et al., 2004; Sailor and Lu, 2004; Fan and Sailor, 2005; IPCC, 2007; Lee et al., 72 

2009; Chen et al., 2012; Chen and Shi, 2012; Lindberg et al., 2013; Wu and Yang, 73 

2013; Yang et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Dong, et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2017), 74 

only a few studies investigated the potential global climatic effect of AHR (Flanner et 75 
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al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014). Previous research shows that AHR 76 

may be a missing forcing agent for the additional winter warming trends in 77 

observations over northern Asia and North America (Zhang et al., 2013), and it may 78 

have an impact on global atmospheric circulation (Chen et al., 2014). Flanner (2009) 79 

showed that significant increases in annual-mean temperature and planetary boundary 80 

layer (PBL) height occur over gridcells where the flux of AHR exceeds 3.0 W m-2. 81 

Zhang et al. (2013) showed that AHR is probably a missing forcing for the additional 82 

winter warming trends in observations, leading as much as 1K in mid- and high 83 

latitudes in North America and Eurasia. Chen et al. (2014) showed that AHR is able to 84 

affect global atmospheric circulation, leading to 1-2 K increase in the high-latitude 85 

areas of Eurasia and North America.  86 

While previous studies focus on the effect of AHR on temperature and general 87 

circulation, the understanding of the possible feedbacks and physical mechanisms of 88 

AHR on the global climate is still limited. The seasonal difference of AHR effects on 89 

global climate is still uncertain. Furthermore, the effects of AHR on the structure of 90 

PBL, clouds, and energy balance at the surface are not investigated. Considering 91 

accelerated urbanization (McCarthy et al., 2010) and rising energy demand in the 92 

future, the effect of AHR on global climate will become more pronounced. In this 93 

study, in order to explore seasonal variations of effects and feedbacks of AHR on 94 

multiple climate variables other than merely temperature, the high-resolution global 95 

distribution of AHR, which was estimated from remote sensing observations (Chen et 96 

al., 2014), is implemented into the global climate model Community Atmosphere 97 
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Model version 5 (CAM5) to examine the possible effect of AHR on the boundary 98 

layer structure, the stability of the lower troposphere, and associated climatic 99 

feedbacks. We will address the following questions in this study: what are the 100 

feedbacks to the lower tropospheric stability and boundary layer structure as a result 101 

of change in temperature induced by AHR? How are the low-level clouds changed, 102 

which can further affect the surface energy budget and thus surface temperature? 103 

What are the seasonal variabilities of AHR effects and climatic feedbacks?   104 

The structure of this paper organized as follows. The descriptions of data, method 105 

and model experiments are given in Section 2. Section 3 analyzes the modeling results 106 

and discusses possible physical mechanisms for different seasonal climatic effect of 107 

AHR on global climate. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4, and discussion is listed 108 

in Section 5. 109 

2. Data, method and model experiments  110 

2.1 Data and method for estimating global distribution of AHR 111 

  The high-precision grid distribution of AHR on a large scale is crucial for climate 112 

models. Previous research on AHR focused on the regional estimation (Ichinose et al., 113 

1999; Lee et al., 2009; Allen et al., 2011). In order to derive an accurate global 114 

high-resolution distribution of AHR, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 115 

Administration (NOAA) Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) 116 

Operational Linescan System (OLS) data 117 

(http://ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/dmsp/downloadV4composites.html) are used. Continuous 118 

stable light data from 1992 to 2013 are applied in this study to derive the global 119 
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distribution of AHR as in Chen et al. (2014；2016). This method is based on the fact 120 

that DMSP/OLS data is consistent with local economy development levels and energy 121 

consumption statistics, which has been proven to very useful for estimating the global 122 

distribution of AHR (Chen et al., 2015). Figure 1 shows the global distribution of 123 

AHR, which is geographically concentrated, and is generally well correlated with the 124 

regional economic development levels (Chen et al., 2016). The global mean flux of 125 

AHR is 0.03 W m-2, while the AHR fluxes in economically developed regions are 126 

much larger than the global mean. Europe, Eastern and Southern Asia, and North 127 

America are the three regions where the AHR is most concentrated, forming the 128 

heating centers in the global lower atmosphere. The developing process of AHR is 129 

apparent when looking at continuous estimation results by applying the DMSP/OLS 130 

data (Chen et al., 2014). Due to the unique ability to detect low levels of visible and 131 

near-infrared radiance at night, the DMSP/OLS data provides an effective way to 132 

estimate the large-scale high-resolution distribution of AHR (Chen et al., 2012; Chen 133 

et al., 2014).  134 

2.2 Model and Experiments  135 

  In this study the grid-point data of the global distribution of AHR from 1992 to 136 

2013 are applied in the CAM 5 model to study the effect of AHR on the global lower 137 

troposphere. CAM 5 (Neale et al. 2010) is the atmosphere component of the NCAR 138 

Community Earth System Model (CESM). It uses the finite volume methods in the 139 

dynamical core and a tracer transport algorithm. The large-scale cloud condensate and 140 

cloud fraction as well as the horizontal and vertical overlapping of clouds are treated 141 
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by a cloud macrophysics scheme by Park et al. (2014). Stratiform microphysical 142 

processes are represented by a two-moment scheme (Morrison and Gettelman, 2008) 143 

as implemented by Gettleman et al. (2010). A modal aerosol model (MAM) by Liu et 144 

al. (2012) is coupled with the cloud microphysical scheme to represent the 145 

aerosol-cloud interactions through the droplet activation (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 146 

2000) and ice nucleation/droplet freezing (Liu and Penner, 2005; Liu et al., 2007). 147 

The moist turbulence scheme is from Bretherton and Park (2009). Shallow convection 148 

is parameterized following Park and Bretherton (2009), and deep convection is treated 149 

following Zhang and McFarlane (1995) with further modifications by Richter and 150 

Rasch (2008). The radiation scheme has been updated to the Rapid Radiative Transfer 151 

Method for GCMs (RRTMG) by Iacono et al. (2008). More details of these schemes 152 

and parameterizations can be found in Neale et al. (2010). CAM5 is widely used in 153 

the research on climate variability and change (Hurrell et al., 2013). 154 

  In this study, CAM5 is run in the coupled land-atmosphere mode with prescribed 155 

monthly sea surface temperature and sea ice coverage (Hurrell et al., 2008), following 156 

the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) protocols (Gates, 1992). The 157 

model simulations with the same setup as used in this study have been evaluated 158 

against various observations (Bacmeister et al., 2014). These results show that CAM5 159 

can reasonably simulate the observed climate states and variabilities. The horizontal 160 

resolution in our model experiments is 1.9°×2.5° with 30 vertical levels, and the time 161 

step is 30 minutes. Historical greenhouse gas concentrations, and anthropogenic 162 

aerosol and precursor gas emissions are prescribed as in Kay et al. (2015). The 163 
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Community Land Model version 4 (CLM4) (Oleson et al., 2010) is coupled with 164 

CAM5 to represent the evolutions of land surface boundary conditions.  165 

 Anthropogenic heating can be considered in the form of ground heat, sensible heat, 166 

or long-wave radiation (Zhang et al., 2013) in climate models, by adding the 167 

excessive vertical flux convergence in the boundary layer near the surface. Based on 168 

the physical process analysis, AHR is taken as the sensible heat flux near the surface 169 

in CAM5 in this study. Two sets of experiments are performed: one set of experiments 170 

considers the AHR in the surface energy balance within the model, while the other set 171 

of experiments does not consider the AHR as in the standard version of CAM5. Each 172 

set of experiments includes five ensemble simulations to account for the internal 173 

variability, by perturbing the initial air temperature as done by Kay et al. (2015). The 174 

simulations are initialized in January of 1992 and continue through December of 2013 175 

(22 years), after a 5-year spin up in which all the aforementioned forcings, as well as 176 

AHR, are set in 1992. The purpose of this spin up is to eliminate the possible 177 

instability in the atmospheric and land states after the inclusion of AHR.  178 

3. Model Results 179 

3.1 The effect of AHR on global surface temperature 180 

The heating effect of AHR on global annual mean surface temperature is shown as 181 

Figure 2. From the modeling results, AHR increases global mean surface temperature 182 

by about 0.02±0.01 K (1σ uncertainty), and increases the global land annual surface 183 

temperature by about 0.05 ±0.02 K (1σ uncertainty). The results show that AHR can 184 

have a significant effect on the mid- and high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere 185 
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(NH), leading to a 0.5 K – 1 K increase in the regions between 40 °N – 70 °N of 186 

Eurasia. Additionally, AHR can have an obvious effect on Eastern US and Northern 187 

Africa, leading to a surface temperature increase of 0.2 K – 0.5 K. Surprisingly, a 188 

cooling effect is found in Central North America. The warming centers do not 189 

correspond to the regions where the AHR is concentrated, which can be a result of 190 

dynamical feedbacks induced by AHR. The heating effect of AHR has a significant 191 

impact on the surface energy balance: the warming centers receive more energy at the 192 

surface due to the heating effect of AHR, while the cooling centers are the regions 193 

receive less energy at the surface. The detailed feedbacks on the global lower 194 

atmosphere due to the heating effect of AHR in different seasons will be discussed 195 

below.    196 

3.2 Climatic effects and feedbacks of AHR in boreal spring (MAM) 197 

  The effects of AHR on some key meteorological fields in the lower troposphere in 198 

boreal spring (MAM) are shown in Figures 3a-9a. The effect of AHR on global 199 

surface temperature is shown in Fig.3a. The global mean surface temperature in the 200 

boreal spring increases by 0.03±0.02 K (1σ uncertainty) by the heating effect of 201 

AHR. The effect of AHR is obvious in the mid- and high latitudes of Eurasia and 202 

North America, with 0.5 K – 1.0 K increase in the surface land temperature. Fig.4a 203 

shows the heating effect of AHR on the zonal lower atmosphere at 850 hPa – 1000 204 

hPa in the NH. Generally, the heating effect of AHR on the global lower atmosphere 205 

varies at different altitudes, and the heating effect is more distinct near the surface. 206 

There is a significant increase in zonal temperature of the lower atmosphere in the 207 
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populated regions between 30°N – 75°N, with obvious updrafts in 60°N - 80°N 208 

due to the heating effect of AHR. Significant decrease in zonal temperatures occur at  209 

75°N – 90°N, with faint downdrafts in the high latitudes near the North Pole. 210 

Overall, the non-uniform heating effect of AHR leads to obvious updrafts in the NH 211 

mid- and high latitudes. These results indicate that AHR can have a significant effect 212 

on the zonal atmospheric vertical movement, which is able to further impact global 213 

atmospheric circulation. Fig.5a shows the impact of AHR on the horizontal wind at 214 

850 hPa. The modeling results show that AHR has a significant impact on westerly 215 

winds in the NH high latitudes. A possible reason is that AHR impacts the surface 216 

temperature in the NH mid- and high latitudes, which will affect temperature 217 

gradients and wind advection in the lower atmosphere. Fig.6a shows the impact of 218 

AHR on the global planetary boundary layer height (PBLH) in the boreal spring: it 219 

has a significant effect on the PBLH in the Eastern and middle part of US, Central 220 

Europe, and North China, with the PBLH increasing by 20 – 50 m. This result shows 221 

that AHR can impact the structure of the planetary boundary layer, in which 222 

turbulence is very important for the transport of heat and water vapor. Fig.7a shows 223 

the effect of AHR on the global lower-troposphere stability (LTS), which is defined as 224 

the difference between the potential temperature of the free troposphere (700 hPa) and 225 

the surface (LTS = 𝜃700 – 𝜃0) (Wood and Bretherton, 2006). LTS is regarded as a 226 

measure of strength of the inversion that caps the planetary boundary layer. This 227 

inversion is correlated strongly with low cloud fraction (Wood and Bretherton, 2006), 228 

which is very important for the energy balance at the surface. The results in Fig.7a 229 
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show that AHR reduces LTS on land in the boreal spring generally; AHR significantly 230 

reduces the LTS in Europe, Eastern US, and high latitudes of Eurasia, where the 231 

PBLH is increased. The probable reason is that the heating effect from AHR increases 232 

the temperature of lower atmosphere, and as a result the LTS is reduced. The results in 233 

Fig.8a show that AHR can impact the global distribution of low clouds，which is 234 

consistent with the results in Fig.7a. It reduces low clouds in mid-latitudes between 40°235 

N – 70°N in North America, Europe and Northeast Eurasia, while it increases low 236 

clouds in the NH high latitudes. Fig. 9a shows the net shortwave flux change at the 237 

surface in the boreal spring due to the heating effect of AHR. The change in the net 238 

shortwave flux at the surface is generally consistent with the changes in low cloud 239 

fraction and global land temperature by AHR in boreal spring. For example, net 240 

shortwave flux increases in Europe and Eastern US, where low cloud fraction is 241 

reduced, indicating the reduced shortwave cloud forcing. From our results, the effect 242 

of AHR in boreal spring show that AHR heats the global lower atmosphere and affects 243 

the thermodynamic structure, LTS, and the height of planetary boundary layer, which 244 

exerts obvious impacts on global atmospheric vertical and horizontal movement, and 245 

low cloud fraction. As low clouds are important for the energy balance in the 246 

Earth-atmosphere system (IPCC, 2013), the change in net shortwave radiation at the 247 

surface due to AHR can be the possible reason for these temperature changes. Our 248 

results also indicate that global atmospheric circulation can be changed by the uneven 249 

heating effect of AHR, which are responsible for the discrepancy between the 250 

warming centers and the heating areas. 251 
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3.3 Climatic effects and feedbacks of AHR in boreal summer (JJA) 252 

  The effects of AHR on the global lower troposphere in boreal summer are shown in 253 

Figures 3b-9b. The effect of AHR on global surface temperature in the boreal summer 254 

is illustrated in Fig.3b: the global mean surface temperature in boreal summer 255 

increases by 0.02 K ±0.01 K (1σ uncertainty), while global land mean surface 256 

temperature increases by 0.06 K±0.01 K (1σ uncertainty). The surface temperature in 257 

Eastern North America, Europe, and Northeastern Eurasia has increased significantly 258 

due to the heating effect of AHR. In the selected regions (40°N – 60°N, 0°E – 45°259 

E) in Central and Western Europe the average surface temperature increases by 0.46 260 

K, while in Eastern North America and Northeastern Eurasia it increases by 0.2 – 0.5 261 

K. In contrast, surface temperature decreases in the high latitudes of Central Eurasia. 262 

Fig.4b shows the heating effect of AHR on the zonal lower atmosphere at 850 hPa – 263 

1000 hPa in NH in the boreal summer. The heating effect is not very obvious in 264 

summer overall, and is the strongest above 970 hPa between 40°N – 60°N , while 265 

the temperature near the surface shows a cooling effect generally due to the lower 266 

atmospheric movement caused by the heating of AHR. Obvious updrafts caused by 267 

AHR show in the high latitudes between 65°N – 85°N. From Fig.5b, AHR has 268 

significant impacts on the global lower atmospheric horizontal westerly wind at 850 269 

hPa in the NH high latitudes, and on the easterly wind at 850 hPa in the high latitudes 270 

of the Southern Hemisphere (SH). The wind blowing from the seas to the continents 271 

is strengthened by the non-uniform heating effect of AHR in the boreal summer. The 272 

land surface temperature rises due to the heating effect of AHR, enhancing the surface 273 
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temperature gradient between land and ocean in boreal summer. Fig.6b shows that 274 

AHR increases the PBLH in the Central US, Europe, Eastern China and Northeastern 275 

Eurasia (all of which are generally located between 30°N – 70°N) by 20 – 50 m. 276 

Fig.7b shows that the LTS in Europe decreases due to the heating effect of AHR, 277 

while in Northeastern Eurasia the LTS increases significantly. These results suggest 278 

that the clouds in Europe and Northeastern Eurasia could be affected due to the 279 

change of LTS caused by AHR, which is confirmed in Fig.8b showing the impact of 280 

AHR on low cloud fraction. The results illustrate that AHR heats the lower 281 

atmosphere, reducing LTS and the low cloud fraction in the heating regions. The low 282 

cloud is reduced by 2-4% in Europe between 30°N – 70°N and in the Arctic, while 283 

the low clouds in central part of Eurasia between 60°N – 80°N increase obviously 284 

due to the effect of AHR. Fig. 9b illustrates that the net shortwave flux decreases in 285 

the NH high latitudes in the boreal summer due to the effect of AHR. As low clouds 286 

are reduced, more shortwave radiation is reflected into space due to high surface 287 

albedo without multiple reflections between low clouds and the surface in the NH 288 

high latitudes. In addition, the energy balance at the surface is analyzed, and the 289 

change in the net shortwave flux at the surface is found to be quite consistent with the 290 

change in the global surface temperature by AHR in the boreal summer. From Fig.9b 291 

the net shortwave flux in Europe and Northeastern Eurasia increases by 3-10 W m-2 in 292 

the summer due to the heating effect of AHR. This shortwave flux increase 293 

corresponds to the regions where surface temperature clearly increases (Fig.3b). 294 

Meanwhile, the net shortwave flux decreases by 3-5 W m-2 in the high latitudes of 295 
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Central Eurasia, which agrees well with the cooling regions due to the effect of AHR. 296 

These results suggest that the change in net shortwave radiation at surface due to AHR 297 

can be the probable cause for these temperature changes. As a whole, these results 298 

suggest that AHR is able to affect the thermodynamic structure of the planetary 299 

boundary layer and LTS, as well as enhance the gradient in surface temperatures 300 

between land and ocean in boreal summer. As LTS is considered to be an important 301 

factor for low cloud fraction (Wood and Bretherton, 2006), low clouds are also 302 

changed，which is a possible feedback mechanism from the heating of the global 303 

lower atmosphere by AHR.  304 

3.4 Climatic effects and feedbacks of AHR in boreal autumn (SON) 305 

  The effects of AHR on the global lower troposphere in boreal autumn (SON) are 306 

shown in Figures 3c-9c. The effect of AHR on global surface temperature in boreal 307 

autumn is shown in Fig.3c: The global mean surface temperature increases by 0.01 K 308 

±0.01 K (1σ uncertainty) due to the heating effect of AHR, which is statistically 309 

insignificant. However, the surface temperature in Southwestern Eurasia and Central 310 

USA increases by 0.2 – 0.5 K. A decrease in temperature by 0.5 – 1 K can be seen in 311 

Northern Europe and Northern North America. Fig.4c shows the heating effect of 312 

AHR on the zonal lower atmosphere at 850 hPa – 1000 hPa in NH in the boreal 313 

autumn: zonal temperature of the lower atmosphere increases by 0.5 – 1 K near the 314 

surface in the populated regions between 40°N – 75°N, with obvious updrafts in 315 

the NH high latitudes. Fig.5c shows the impact of AHR on the global lower 316 

atmospheric horizontal wind at 850 hPa in autumn: the wind blowing from the ocean 317 
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to the continent is strengthened at the NH mid- and high latitudes. This result suggests 318 

that AHR is important for global horizontal atmospheric movement, which can further 319 

impact global atmospheric circulation. Fig.6c shows the impact of AHR on the global 320 

PBLH in the boreal autumn: AHR increases PBLH in Southeastern North America, 321 

Central Europe, Northern China, and Japan by 10 – 20 meters. Fig.7c shows that the 322 

effect of AHR on the LTS is not generally significant with slight increases between 50°323 

N – 70°N of North America and Northern Europe. Fig.8c shows the impact of AHR 324 

on the low cloud fraction, which is consistent with the warming centers in Fig.3c. The 325 

low clouds are reduced in the high latitudes of North America and Northeastern 326 

Eurasia, corresponding to warming centers in these regions, while the low clouds are 327 

increased in central Eurasia, corresponding to the cooling centers. Fig.9c shows the 328 

change in short-wave radiation due to the effect of AHR, which is quite consistent 329 

with the changes in surface temperature and low cloud fraction. In the warming 330 

centers in central Eurasia, the net shortwave flux at the surface increases by 3-5 W m-2, 331 

while in the high latitudes of North America and Europe, the net shortwave flux at the 332 

surface decreases by 3-5 W m-2. These results suggest strong correlations between 333 

changes in low clouds, the net shortwave flux at the surface, and surface temperature 334 

due to the effect of AHR. These effects of AHR in boreal autumn are not distinct 335 

compared with other seasons. AHR is able to affect the thermodynamic structure and 336 

LTS, which can impact the global lower atmospheric vertical and horizontal 337 

movement, and low cloud fraction. This process is very important for the energy 338 

balance at the surface, which is essential for surface temperature. 339 
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3.5 Climatic effects and feedbacks of AHR in boreal winter (DJF) 340 

  The effects of AHR on the global lower troposphere in boreal winter are shown in 341 

Figures 3d-9d and Figure 9e. The effect of AHR on the global surface temperature in 342 

boreal winter is shown in Fig.3d: the global mean surface temperature in boreal winter 343 

increases by 0.03±0.01 K (1σ uncertainty), while global mean land surface 344 

temperature increases by 0.10±0.01 K (1σ uncertainty). In the selected regions (45°345 

N – 75°N, 30°E – 140°E) in northern Eurasia the average surface temperature 346 

increases by 0.83 K. Additionally, the surface temperature in Northwestern Africa 347 

increases by 0.2 – 0.5 K. However, in central and Northern North America as well as 348 

Southeastern Eurasia the surface temperature decreases. Fig.4d shows the heating 349 

effect of AHR on the zonal lower atmosphere at 850 hPa – 1000 hPa in the NH in the 350 

boreal winter. The heating effect is stronger in winter than other seasons, with a 351 

distinct warming effect between 30°N – 65°N. Conversely the temperature in the 352 

NH high latitudes decreases due to the change in atmospheric movement caused by 353 

AHR. Strong updrafts caused by AHR show up in the high latitudes between 50°N – 354 

80°N. From Fig.5d, AHR can have a significant impact on the global lower 355 

atmospheric horizontal winds at 850 hPa in the NH and SH high latitudes. The winds 356 

blowing from the sea to the continent is strengthened in the high latitudes of Eurasia 357 

and Northwestern Africa, while the winds from land to the sea is enhanced in 358 

Southeastern Eurasia by the heating effect of AHR. The possible mechanism is the 359 

warming effect in the NH mid- and high latitudes and the cooling effect in 360 

Southeastern Eurasia due to the effect of AHR. These results indicate that the 361 
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differences in surface temperature between land and ocean in the regions where AHR 362 

has a significant effect will be enhanced in the boreal winter, which can be the 363 

possible physical mechanism for the change in global atmospheric vertical and 364 

horizontal movement. Fig.6d shows that AHR increases the PBLH in Eastern US, 365 

Northern China, and Central Eurasia by 10 – 20 meters. These results suggest that in 366 

the warming regions the turbulence and heat transport is strengthened. Fig.7d shows 367 

that LTS in the high latitudes of Central Eurasia and Northern Africa decreases due to 368 

the heating effect of AHR in boreal winter. Fig.8d shows the effect of AHR on low 369 

cloud fraction. Low clouds increase obviously in Australia and in the mid- and high 370 

latitudes of North America, corresponding to cooling centers. Conversely, low clouds 371 

are reduced in Europe, which corresponds to the warming center. Fig.9d shows the 372 

effect in net shortwave radiation flux at the surface due to AHR, and the result shows 373 

that the change is not obvious generally, especially in the mid- and high latitudes of 374 

Eurasia. Fig. 9e shows that the down-welling long-wave flux at the surface increases 375 

significantly in the mid- and high latitudes of Eurasia and Northern Africa in boreal 376 

winter due to the heating effect of AHR. The change in the down-welling long-wave 377 

flux at surface is found to be generally consistent with the change in global land 378 

temperature by AHR in boreal winter (in Fig.3d). These results show a possible 379 

mechanism for the surface temperature change in Fig.3d: the surface temperature 380 

decreases in North America and Australia are probably caused by the shortwave 381 

radiation reduction; while the increased surface temperature in mid- and high latitudes 382 

of Eurasia is caused by down-welling long-wave flux increase at the surface, likely 383 
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caused by clouds. As we know, the surface in high latitudes of Eurasia is covered by 384 

snow in the boreal winter, with high surface albedo. When the clouds are increased in 385 

these regions, clouds will absorb longwave radiation, and they will radiate 386 

down-welling long-wave radiation to the surface. This will keep the surface 387 

temperature warm. These results suggest that AHR can impact the global vertical and 388 

horizontal movement, leading to the change in low cloud fraction, affecting 389 

down-welling long-wave flux at the surface in boreal winter.  390 

4. Conclusions 391 

  The energy balance of the Earth-atmosphere system is the predominant factor in the 392 

global climate change (Hansen et al., 2005). Anthropogenic heat is a direct, external 393 

energy source to the Earth-atmosphere system impacting the energy balance of the 394 

Earth's surface as a result of global energy consumption. AHR is crucial for urban 395 

climate (IPCC, 2007). With the rapid development of global urbanization, more 396 

energy will be consumed as urban populations increase. The effect of AHR on urban 397 

regional climate will be enhanced. Because of this, AHR will have a great impact on 398 

global climate rather than on regional climate only. Global distribution of AHR and its 399 

possible climatic effect on the global lower troposphere in different seasons, as well 400 

as possible feedback mechanisms are examined in this study. The distributions of 401 

AHR show that North America, Europe, and East and South Asia are heating centers 402 

due to AHR. Our modeling results show that the climatic effect of AHR varies by 403 

season, and the effect of AHR is most prominent in the boreal winter. AHR 404 

contributes to the temperature increase in Europe in the boreal summer and is 405 
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important for the strong increase in the surface temperature of the mid- and high 406 

latitudes of Eurasia in the boreal winter. Previous research has suggested that AHR 407 

will have an impact on atmospheric circulation and may lead to an apparent 408 

temperature increase in the NH mid- and high latitudes (Zhang et al., 2013; Chen et 409 

al., 2014). This study shows that the heating of AHR has an obvious effect on the 410 

energy balance at the surface. The down-welling longwave flux at surface is increased 411 

significantly in the NH mid- and high latitudes in the boreal winter, which is closely 412 

correlated with the increase of low clouds caused by the heating effect of AHR. 413 

  The different heating effects of AHR at various altitudes will affect the vertical 414 

motion of the lower atmosphere, which will influence the heat flux and water vapor 415 

transport in the lower atmosphere. The heating effect of AHR on the boundary layer in 416 

the concentrated regions is very important for urban regional climate. Also, the 417 

heating effect of AHR will raise the PBLH, which has an impact on the LTS of the 418 

regional atmosphere (Lin et al., 2008). AHR also affects the differences in surface 419 

temperature between land and ocean. These changes impact the atmospheric vertical 420 

and horizontal motions and global atmospheric circulation as well. Additionally, the 421 

possible climate feedback due to the heating of AHR is analyzed in each season. From 422 

our modeling results of the energy balance at the surface in boreal summer and winter, 423 

we find that the shortwave radiation flux in summer and down-welling long-wave flux 424 

at surface in winter both change significantly. As low level clouds are a dominant 425 

factor in shortwave radiation flux in summer and down-welling long-wave flux at 426 

surface in winter, the obvious effect of AHR on the LTS leads to the change in low 427 
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cloud fraction, which further exerts feedbacks on the surface energy balance and 428 

surface temperature.  429 

5. Discussion  430 

 The possible mechanism and climatic feedback due to AHR in the NH mid- and high 431 

latitudes are discussed in this study. Six groups of experiments are conducted in 432 

CAM5 in order to account for the internal variability. However, limitations exist in 433 

this research. The anthropogenic heat could be in the form of ground heat flux, 434 

sensible heat flux, or long-wave radiation (Zhang et al., 2013). The proper proportion 435 

among ground heat flux, sensible heat flux and long-wave radiation for the 436 

parameterization of AHR in climate models is still uncertain at present. In this study, 437 

we consider AHR as the sensible heat into the CAM5 model, which is consistent with 438 

Zhang et al. (2013). This differs from our previous research, which considered AHR 439 

as long-wave radiation (Chen et al., 2014). The possible difference in climate 440 

modeling results due to the different parameterizations of AHR will be discussed in 441 

more details in future studies. Additionally, our modeling results indicate that the 442 

uneven heating effect of AHR can have a significant impact on low clouds in Europe 443 

in the boreal summer, and a strong effect on low clouds in the boreal winter. 444 

According to the latest research results, low clouds are correlated with high surface 445 

temperature (Rachel et al., 2018). Considering the uncertain and complicated 446 

processes of clouds (IPCC, 2013), it is very hard to attribute the effect of AHR on 447 

clouds from climate modeling results and observations. Further research will be 448 

needed to explore the possible mechanism of AHR on the global climate change. 449 
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  In a comparison used by Chen et al. (2016), GHGs emissions can be regarded as a 450 

blanket that covers the Earth. Increasing the concentration of GHGs causes this 451 

blanket to become thicker, leading to a warmer climate. In this analogy, AHR 452 

resembles an electric blanket that unevenly heats the lower atmosphere (Chen et al., 453 

2016). The results of our study demonstrate the climatic effect of AHR on the global 454 

scale by acknowledging its role in altering the stability of the global lower 455 

troposphere and the height of the planetary boundary layer through its unevenly 456 

distributed heating, which affect the global low cloud fraction. These results indicate 457 

that AHR is an important factor for long-term global climate change, which should 458 

receive more attentions in the future climate change researches.   459 
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1. Figure 1 635 
 636 

 637 

Fig.1 Estimation of the distribution of global AHR in the year 2013 (resolution: 0.1° × 638 
0.1°; unit: W m−2).  639 
 640 
 641 

642 
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2. Figure 2 643 
 644 

 645 

 646 
Fig.2 Effect of AHR on global land mean surface temperature, unit: K. (The plus 647 
signs in Figure 2 denote the change is statistically significant at the 0.10 level.) 648 
 649 
  650 
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3. Figure 3 651 
 652 

 653 

 654 
Fig.3 The effects of AHR on global land mean surface temperature (unit: K): (a) in 655 
boreal spring (MAM); (b) in boreal summer (JJA); (c) in boreal autumn (SON); and 656 
(d) in boreal winter (DJF). The plus signs in Fig. 3 denote the change is statistically 657 
significant at the 0.10 level.   658 
 659 
  660 
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4. Figure 4 661 
 662 

 663 
 664 
Fig.4 The effects of AHR on height-latitude cross-section of differences in 665 
temperature (shaded in K) and vertical circulation (vectors, meridional wind in 0.1 m 666 
s−1 and vertical velocity in −0.01 Pa s−1) averaged over North Hemisphere: (a) in 667 
boreal spring (MAM); (b) in boreal summer (JJA); (c) in boreal autumn (SON); and 668 
(d) in boreal winter (DJF). The plus signs in Fig. 4 denote the change is statistically 669 
significant at the 0.10 level. 670 
 671 
 672 
 673 
 674 
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5.  Figure 5 675 
 676 

 677 

 678 
Fig.5 The effects of AHR on horizontal wind (U, V) at 850 hPa (unit: m s-1): (a) in 679 
boreal spring (MAM); (b) in boreal summer (JJA); (c) in boreal autumn (SON); and 680 
(d) in boreal winter (DJF). The plus signs in Fig. 5 denote the change is statistically 681 
significant at the 0.10 level. 682 
 683 
 684 
 685 
 686 
 687 
 688 
 689 
 690 
 691 
6. Figure 6 692 
 693 
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 694 
 695 
Fig.6 The effects of AHR on the planetary boundary layer height (PBLH, unit: m): (a) 696 
in boreal spring (MAM); (b) in boreal summer (JJA); (c) in boreal autumn (SON); and 697 
(d) in boreal winter (DJF). The plus signs in Fig. 6 denote the change is statistically 698 
significant at the 0.10 level. 699 
 700 
 701 
  702 
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7. Figure 7 703 
 704 

 705 

 706 
Fig.7 The effects of AHR on the lower-troposphere stability (LTS, unit: K): (a) in 707 
boreal spring (MAM); (b) in boreal summer (JJA); (c) in boreal autumn (SON); and 708 
(d) in boreal winter (DJF). The plus signs in Fig. 7 denote the change is statistically 709 
significant at the 0.10 level. 710 
 711 
  712 
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8. Figure 8 713 
 714 

 715 

 716 
Fig.8 The effects of AHR on the low cloud fraction: (a) in boreal spring (MAM); (b) 717 
in boreal summer (JJA); (c) in boreal autumn (SON); and (d) in boreal winter (DJF). 718 
The plus signs in Fig. 8 denote the change is statistically significant at the 0.10 level. 719 
 720 
 721 
  722 
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9. Figure 9 723 
 724 

 725 

 726 
Fig.9 The effects of AHR on the energy balance at the surface (unit: W m-2): (a) the 727 
net shortwave flux at the surface in boreal spring (MAM); (b) the net shortwave flux 728 
at the surface in boreal summer (JJA); (c) the net shortwave flux at the surface in 729 
boreal autumn (SON); (d) the net shortwave flux at the surface in boreal winter (DJF)； 730 
and (e) the downwelling longwave flux at surface in boreal winter (DJF). The plus 731 
signs in Fig. 9 denote the change is statistically significant at the 0.10 level. 732 
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